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1. NMP-Network Management Processor.  The NMP uses system software that governs the control of the
hardware, its configuration, and diagnostics routines, including the loading of run time code to the line
modules.   The NMP performs the following:
a. System Control
b. System Configuration
c. System Diagnostics
d. Spanning tree per VLAN
e. Network Management (CLI, SNMP)

2. MCP-Master Control Processor.  The primary funciton of the MCP is to communicate information
between the NMP and the line module communication processors (LCPs) distributed on the Cat5000
line modules. This occurs across the management bus, which is a serial bus at 761 kbps.  Functions of
the MCP include:
a. Test and configuration of local ports
b. Control local ports using local target logic (LTL) and color blocking logic (CBL)
c. Local diagnostics of onboard RAM, SAINT, ASICs, LTL and CBL
d. Support download of run-time code

3. LCP-Line Module Communication Processor.  It processes information sent to it by the MCP.

4. SAINT- Synergy Advanced Interface and Network Termination.  Used to perform encapsulation of the
Ethernet frames before they cross the switching bus.  Each dedicated Ethernet and Fast Ethernet port
has its own SAINT ASIC and 192 KB of dedicated frame buffer.  The only line module that are not
dedicated is the group switching module, this uses four SAINTs.

5. SAGE-Synergy Advanced Gate Array Engine.  This is similar to the SAINT without Ethernet MAC.  It
is used with the ATM and FDDI MAC layers, has 1 to 2 MB of additional buffering.

6. SAMBA-Synergy Advanced Multipurpose Bus Arbiter.  Located on both the Supervisor and Line
Modules.  Provides arbitration to the switching bus.  Works in either master or slave mode.  SAMBA
in master mode is located on the Sup and SAMBA in slave mode is on the line module.  Master can
support 13 line cards and slave can support 48 ports on a single device.  Supports broadcast
suppression when SAMBA is in slave mode. Counters gather statics.

7. EARL-Encoded Address Recognition Logic.  This is similar in function to the learning bridges or
content addressable memory (CAM) used on other systems. Listens and learns MAC addresses.
Associates source port, VLAN ID, and MAC address.  The EARL stores up to 128,000 addresses.
Stores addresses for 300 seconds (default), can configure between 60 to 1200 seconds.



8. LTL-Local Target Logic.  Used to select which port or ports on the switching bus are to receive the
current packet on the bus.  This is on each line module.

9. CBL-Color Blocking Logic. Blocks VLAN traffic going out of a port or coming in from a port, it also
assists spanning tree in blocking ports to prevent loops.

10. PHOENIX ASIC-A gate array ASIC used to connect the switching buses.  Available on SUP III.
Supports 3.6Gbps crossbar fabric, layer 3 switching support with EARL II, CISCO IOS support.

Frame flow

1. The packet is fully received, buffered and the frames FCS is checked.
2. Once the entire frame is received, the SAINT ASIC posts a request to the bus arbiter to transmit the

frame across the switching bus.
3. The bus arbiter issues a grant to the local arbiter which signals the SAINT ASIC to initiate the data

transfer.
4. As the frame is transmitted across the switching backplane all ports receive the frame and store it in

their frame input buffers.
5. The last step varies

a. Unicast and Multicast.  When the EARL, in conjunction with LTL and CBL, identify the port or
set of ports, it instructs the SAINT ASICs on the destination ports via the control bus to continue
to receive the frame and subsequently transmit it out its ports.  The SAINT ASICs on the other
ports will flush their buffers.

b. Broadcasts and Unknown DAs. If the destination address is unknown to the EARL then the frames
are forwarded to all ports on the same VLAN as the source address.




